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How many times have you cut across a seam line which unlocks the stitching and the seam then begins to
open up? Case in point, when you trim away excess length for a hem. On some fabrics the seam will
immediately begin to open which can be a real problem, on others, not so much. If nothing else, its a
nuisance many a sewer will encounter and needs to be remedied as quickly as possible.

Step 1 — Use tape to secure seam

The seam nevertheless needs to be sealed permanently before it unravels deeper into the seam. To keep the
seam in tack and thus prevent it from opening up, I place a small piece of Scotch tape over the seam before I
trim it. This is an easy way to hold the seam together and it keeps it secure long enough until the seam can be
permanently re-locked.
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Step 2 — Stitch across seam to seal

This might mean adding hem tape which will seal the seam, or attaching the seam to another garment piece
where it will be contained and secured within the seam allowance. Or, I simply stitch across the seam to hold
it in place. Once the seam has been secured I simply peel off the piece of tape.

Step 3 — Peel off remaining tape

If regular Scotch tape is going to be too sticky, leave a sticky residue on the fabric or perhaps damage the
fabric when removed, I will use the kind of tape one uses to secure gauze bandages onto skin. It's not nearly
as sticky, just as easy to remove, and sometimes more visible than regular clear tape. Tape is a mainstay item
in my sewing tray. I use it primarily for altering patterns, but it seems to find its way as an easy fix to many
other sewing dilemmas.
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